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ABSTRACT
The history of experimenting on information access systems using
offline test collections—the Cranfield paradigm—goes back many
decades and is a major aspect of scientific progress in search and
IA. Its wide-scale adoption has been driven in part by its robust-
ness and ease of use, in part by evaluation workshops like NTCIR,
and in part by the emergence of new information access scenarios
and problems that can adapt it. Despite that, there is a lot we still
don’t know about the ability of offline experiments to predict online
outcomes with real users in real-world conditions. In this talk I
discuss a common framework for thinking about experimentation
and connect it to both offline Cranfield experiments and online
A/B testing. Using examples from Spotify search and recommenda-
tion, I show how offline experiments motivate online development
and vice versa. Developing a better understanding of how offline
experiments translate into online experiences will be key as ap-
proaches from our research continue to be adopted into real-world
technology.
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